The sky could be cool or hot
But as blows the soft breeze
We have fun a lot
As in CIRS we plant trees
Just passion is this gardening
Pass time it can be said
Because as I hold every green string
To some beautiful world I always head
Lost the time does get
As I get lost in every flower
Mud, the cleanest thing I have met
With which I talk for an endless hour
Whenever I sit on the grass
I have this feeling great
That time should never ever pass
As garden is my another mate…..

Aditi Agrawal
2945
9A

Gardening is not something done for passing time,
Do it, and watch greenery come alive
Underneath the shining sun,
The flowers and the debris,
Gardening in CIRS is indeed something everyone should see.
Here we have our gardeners, who toil every day,
They always manage to level the soil, come what may!
A garden is a breath taking place indeed,
But remember, just like everything has a humble beginning, a flower
came from a seed.
I believe that anyone can lose themselves in garden,
Even if they are extremely happy, or quite saddened,
Speak about the beauty of nature,
I believe its best found in a garden.

Avanthika Menon
2917
9A

Gardens are the beauty of CIRS
No matter what we do they are at its best,
The gardeners are never at rest
How marvelous are the blooming flowers
And the brightest fire ball at its height
Paradise is what its called
Mesmerized are we by the beauty indeed
From the colorful flowers to the tiny seeds
With the pretty butterflies ruling the CIRS gardens
And the buzzing bees all having our attention
A garden is the result of sheer hard work
And believe me a garden is totally worth.

Pari Satani
2644
9C

When the beautiful flowers look at me,
My face melts into a smile,
And the greenery that I see,
Could really make me walk for a mile.
All this gives me a feeling,
That cannot be replaced,
It gives my busy schedule a meaning,
I cannot help but feel amazed.
Every insect has a unique sound to make,
Every leaf has its own story to tell,
All these memories that I will take,
May they, in my heart, forever dwell.

Parvathi Prajeesh
2985
9B

Gardening at CIRS
Is loved by all
Everyday we work hard
Maintaining it from time to time

We have gardens everywhere
Which provides us with fresh air
It has many flowers
Which makes it very beautiful.
It has flowers everywhere
Filling our hearts with wonderful air
This is how gardens are at CIRS
Never losing their beauty.

Roshan Chowdary
2675
9A

My friend garden, I love flowers and plants
My life is garden, I love my life
CIRS is garden, it is full of greenery
There we sow, we cut of the weed.

We give water to the plants everyday,
We live in garden, with forest around us.
We have garden everywhere,
In the dorm, in the study room.
The flowers bloom around the school,
That’s what keep the students’ mind cool.
The plants go happy when rain pours down,
This is what gardening at CIRS means.

Yug Bharti
2825
9C

I love gardening
Making flowers bloom
By using various tools
At chinmaya International Residential School

The gardener helps us
Teaching us how to sow
Then water the plant
And then see them grow
It makes us enthusiastic
Looking at his smiling face
We get our inspiration
Watching the seed turn to the stem
And roots then leaves who bore the flowers

Arush Singhania
2930
9D

A world of flowers for bee
Can be made at CIRS
With the help of gardeners
They work so hard for the nature
It’s spring time in the school
Things are blooming
But our garden isn’t blooming
So let’s get to work, lets grow

First on the bill; each windowsill
That’s sunny, not to hot
A tulip here; a cactus there
Pass me another pot,
Pass me another pot

Meet Hapalia
2608
9D

Oh what a wonderful place
I am not able to move my gaze
this place is so beautiful what can I say
and I knew I would follow this way
So many pretty flowers and roses
For me it’s more fascinating than any diamonds
There is also a herbal garden
Where it removes all your burden
From the class you can see the trees
To get rid of your boredom with a little breeze
This gives me abundant of happiness
To just be gardening at CIRS

Harithaa R R
2850
9D

The evening I got to know my department;
I couldn’t help but feel elated.
But my bubble of happiness burst when
I got to know that my topic was gardening.

But when I felt the beautiful texture of the soil
I thought that maybe this wasn’t a bad idea
Out I went, to collect flowers and grass
With a renewed enthusiasm.
The feeling I got after I was done planting
Had no competition within this universe
And the praises and looks of appreciation showered,
Made me feel much like a flower does after renewing rain.

Aparna Pravin
2920
10 A

Gardening is fun,
It brings you so much joy,
If you take that undertaking,
You’re bound to enjoy.

The sight and smell of the rich brown loam ,
Covering the dark underground,
In it grow many roots,
Twisting and twirling around.
The plants which grow in that soft brown soil,
Straining towards the sky,
They look really beautiful,
No one can deny.

Bhaskara Narayana
2959
10 A

when I first felt the cool and soft texture of soil
I couldn’t help but feel immense gratitude towards
mother nature
And the feeling intensified
when I sowed my first seed
I knew I could show my gratitude to Her
By making my surroundings beautiful
As I felt that she deserved it
For providing us with the nutrition we need
I thank CIRS for giving me the opportunity
To experience the beautiful feeling
of watching a plant break its dormancy
and blossom to another blessing

Sanjana V
2384
10 C

Gardening at CIRS is a wonder,
A lot of sweat and toil is put into force,
To make our campus clean and green
Plants and trees of various varieties,
Bound to make here a colourful garden.
The plants are trimmed and cut,
Making it look like a prefect garden.
It isn't just one garden,
The campus itself is one bug garden.
The amount of work force is humungous,
And providing the best for our plants
Is our priority.
And this is what makes gardening in CIRS a wonder.

M. K. Sanjeevan
2549
10 B

“Gardening? Is it even a thing today?’ I thought with a frown,
“Let’s try it. How much worse could life get?’ or so I thought
Until I tripped on the shovel and landed in the mud face down.
Angered, I just decided to let the plants wilt and rot.
Until one day, when a tiny sapling poked its head out of the ground,
“I must take care of it”, with determination I decided.
Spurred on by the thought of having a beautiful garden around,
I dug and laid the ground for the gods, who in the plants resided.
Yes, I still fell and had my face covered with mud and dirt,
But the fruits of my effort were blooming and heartening
Not one to give up, I plodded through the pain and hurt
Satisfied in the end, I sat down at last, having finished gardening.

Abhigyan Patni
3048
10 D

The gardening which is done in this school is mind – blowing,
It is good about knowing,
That it is especially attractive when water brought by the rain is flowing,
Gardener will keep the healthy seeds for sowing,
Beautiful, blossoming, blue flowers will be growing,
The wonderful nature makes us more and more enthusiastic,
You will see overjoyed children make their frisbee flick,
And some of them having their football kick,
The work done by the gardeners to recreate the mother nature is unexplainable,
When we come down the garden; we enter the world of fable,
Such a work is done by our institution’s blessed gardener,
This gardening which is finished in CIRS is a gift to her,
The mother nature wears this piece of nature in her heart with pride,
There is nothing which can defeat her and can collide.

Harshil Goyal
2815
9B

Roses and lotuses around the school,
A nice apple shaped hedge outside the pool.
The big banyan tree in the Arjuna field,
A line of coconut trees outside Keshavalaya.
The amazing herbal garden and shrubs,
The ever bright sunflowers near the tennis court,
The hibiscus around the school block.
This is the amazing gardening at CIRS .
Annas and Akkas toiling under the sun,
Cutting and shearing the bushes,
Trimming the lawn like professionals.
This is our gardening at CIRS.

Shivram Harshavardhana
2702
10 C

